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1.0 INTROUmm

Whenever flat, conforming rings are placed together and sliding commences, there is solid-solid

contact between the rings in small, discree spots which constitute the real area of contact. This solid-

solid contact occurs whether the contacting rings are dry, as in annular disk brakes, or "lubricated", as in

mechanical face seals. The thin layer of sealed fluid which is assumed to be present between the seal

faces in the latter application does not pievent contact between the flat seal rings [1,2]. The solid-solid

contact is responsible for much of the friction which occurs between the sliding rings and is also the

origin of the mechanical consequences of friction, i.e., frictional heating, near-surface plastic

deformation, and wear of the contacting ring surfaces. The resulting wear can be the cause of early

failure of the sliding components. To overcome the wear problem, a number of hard, wear-resistant

ceramic materials have been developed for use in mechanical face seals and other sliding conforming

contacts. The ceramics and ceramic coatings have met with varying degrees of success in these

applications. In addition to wear, other failure modes, particularly thermocracking or heat checking, can

be caused by the thermal and mechanical sliding contact phenomena, and some such failures have been

observed with ceramic or ceramic-coated rings.

The objective of this work has been to gain a better understanding of the wear and thermocracking of

solid ceramic and ceramic-coated rings in dry sliding contact. Of particular interest were rings of the type

being considered for use in mechanical face seals, where they would likely be in contact with seal rings

made from carbon graphite. An experimental program of sliding tests was conducted with ceramic or

ceramic-coated rings in contact with carbon graphite rings. In order to better understand the tribological

failure of the sliding rings it was deemed desirable to characterize the solid-solid contact conditions at the

sliding interface and to study the temperatures, stresses, and deformations that arise near those contacts as

a result of friction. Finite element thermal and thermomechanical anslyses were performed for that

purpose.
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2.LSTUY

2.1 INTRODUCTON TO T E DMMAL ST=-

The approach used in this investigation of solid ceramics and ceramic coongs was one used in an

earlier study of the wear of metallic seal rings [3]. Because wear occurs only in the regions of actual

solid/solid contact, it is desirable to know how large those contact patches are, how they are distributed

on the seal interface, what are the conditions within the contact patches, and how those conditions relate

to measured wear and friction. That information was obtained in this study, as in the previous one, by

means of a specially-designed contact probe [ 1]. The probe enables acquisition of data about actual

contact conditions during face seal operation. Since wear occurs only at solid contacts, and since an

earlier study [3] had shown that the presence of a sealed fluid does not substantially alter the size of the

solid/solid contacts, it was decided to run all tests dry, i.e., without a sealed fluid.

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL TFECIOUES

2.2.1 Ago=%

The experiments were carried out on a converted 2-spindle drill press, with each spindle driven by a

separate 2 horsepower motor. Normal load was applied through the spindles by static weights hung on

the loading arm. Beneath each spindle was a specimen-holding platform mounted on a thrust bearing.

Rotation of the specimen holders was limited by a torque-sensing system for friction determination.

All tests were run with a ring-on-ring specimen configuration. Test rings of various materials, with a

mean diameter of approximately 5 cm. and a face width of at least 2.5 mm, were mounted in specimen

holders on both the test platform and the end of the rotating spindle. The stationary ring was made of

carbon graphite and had a face width of 2.5 mm and a shape typical of commercial seal rings. In some

cases it had a very small (0.22 mm diameter) hole drilled in it, perpendicular to the contact surface. A fine

(0.18 mm diameter) wire was inserted in the hole and bonded in place with an electrically insulating

epoxy adhesive, prior to having its surface lapped and polished. The wire then formed part of the ring

surface, but it was electrically insulated from the rest of the ring. Operation of the contact probe is

described elsewhere [1].

Weight measurements of the test rings before and after tests enabled determination of total wear of

C~ ~ -X-rFAM~-l
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each ring. Information about wear at specific locations (within the contact patches) and the inter-

relationship between wear and surface profile was gained with the aid of a computer-assisted stylus

profilom.-try system [3]. Some linear profiles were taken in the radial direction, while other profiles were

circumferential, with a high accuracy, moto-driven, air bearing rotary table being used to rotate the

ring-shaped specimens beneath the profilometer's stationary stylus. A real-time data acquisition system

was used to :•cquire and digitize the surface profile data and to pass the data to a digital computer for

analys, 3 and plotting.

2.2.2 Materials

Two monolithic ceramics were studied, both of the silicon carbide family. The first was a

commercial seal ring material, reaction-sintered silicon carbide. Microscopic examination revealed that the

material had a mean SiC grain size of 10 - 15 pm and contained about 15 - 20% free silicon. The second

silicon carbide material was a sintered particulate composite of 5ilicon carbide and titanium di-boride. The

material contained about 20 weight percent TiB2 , with both SiC and TiB2 grains having a grain size in

the range 2 to 5 tm. Although this new material has not yet been used in face seal applications, it was

chosen for this study because it has higher electrical conductivity than sintered or reaction-bonded grades

4* of silicon carbide. The improved conductivity enabled use 4f our contact probe to study contact

conditions ot the carbon k iphite / silicon carbide interface. The SiC + TiB2 material also has greater

fracture toughness than many other grades of silicon carbide.
The cermtic coatings that were investigated were tungsten carbide and titanium nitride. Two different

tungsten carbide coatings were studied, both of which had a cobalt binder and weie applied by high

velocity thermal spray processes which produce dense, high quality coatings. The first had 12% cobalt
05 and was applied to a mild steel substrate while the second had 14% cobalt and was on a beryllium copper

substrate. All tungsten carbide coatings were approximately 0.25 mm thick after spraying and slightly

thinner after lapping.
The titanium nitride coatings were applied by a physical vapor deposition (PVD) process to

previously-lapped beryllium copper substrates. Coating was done by means of vacuum arc deposition at

Lm0 "" . , , A_
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a coating temperature of 485 "C. The TiN coatings were between 5 and 7 tm thick.

All of the wear-resistant rings were tested against seal rings made from the same resin- impregnated

grade of carbon graphite. Although it is usually wise to choose a grade of carbon graphite which is most

compatible with the mating ring material, it was decided to use a single grade in these tests to eliminate a

test variable.

2.2 3 Procedures

Before each test of a silicon carbide or tungsten carbide-coated ring, the ring surface was hand lapped

using a diamond lapping/polishing compound (1 pm grit). The titanium nitride surfaces were not

re-lapped after coating because of their thinness. All rings, including the carbon graphite rings, had their

surface topography characterized before each test using the computer-assisted profilometry system. The

rings were washed in a non-abrasive cleaner and then ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol and dried before

being weighed on an analytical balance.

During a test the carbon graphite ring was mounted in the stationary specimen, while the wear-

resistant ring was mounted on the rotating holder. Most tests were run at a speed of 188.5 s-I (1800

rpm), giving a sliding velocity of 4.7 m s-1, although some tests of WC- or TiN-coated rings were also

* run at a sliding velocity of 3.1 m s1. A normal force of 100 N was applied to the rings in all tests, giving

a nominal pressure of 0.25 MPa between the contact faces. The total sliding distance for most tests was

200 km, for a test duration of approximately 12 hours. For each material combination there were at least

six tests of 12 hour duration, along with one test lasting 30 hours (500 kin) and several of shorter

duration (17 Ian). The friction force was monitored continuously during each test. The contact probe

was used occasionally during the tests of all materials except reaction-sintered SiC to monitor the size and

9 location of the regions of solid/solid contact between the rings.

At the conclusion of a test the seal was disassembled and each ring was ultrasonically cleaned and

dried. The rings were each reweighed on the analytical balance and the surface topography of each was

again characterized. The ring surfaces were examined using an optical microscope and, in some cases, a

scanning electron microscope.
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2.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.3.1 Reaction-Sintered Silicon Carbide

The tests of reaction-sintered silicon carbide rings were characterized by periods of smooth sliding

punctuated every 10 to 15 minutes by short bursts of much higher friction accompanied by a grinding

sound and some vibration. The friction coefficient was generally between 0.10 and 0.11, but increased

to 0.25 to 0.4 during the bursts, which generally lasted 5 or 10 seconds. During one such disturbance

the test was stopped intentionally to observe the sliding surfaces. Large patches of carbon wear debris

were clearly observed on the SiC surface, although no such debris patches were observed when the test

was stopped during periods of smoother, lower friction. Wear of the silicon carbide rings was very

low, with a mean wear rate of 0.0094 mg/km of sliding. Since the contact area was about 400 mm2, the

mean linear wear rate was only 0.008 g.ntmkm. The wear was also unsteady though, and tie standard

deviation of the wear rate was approximately equal to the mean value. In some tests, in fact, the wear

rate was so small that it was nearly undetectable with our mass measurement techniques. The carbon

graphite, on the other hand, exhibited rather high wear, higher than with any of the other hard faces

tested here. The mean carbon graphite wear rate was 2.05 mg/km, which translates to a linear wear rate

of 2.8 p.m/km.

Observation of the silicon carbide surfaces after the sliding tests revealed the presence of some thin

wear grooves or scratches on the SiC surface. Two examples of such scratches are shown in Figure 1.

Close examination of the scratches showed that each had been caused by a silicon carbide particle which

had pulled out and scratched the surface. Carbon wear debris had then collected in the scratches, as can

be seen in Fig. 1. Further evidence of the presence of scratches was obtained by characterizing the

topography of the SiC surface. Radial surface profiles of the surface before and after a 12 hour test

showed the height distributions plotted in Figure 2. The post-test surface profile was taken across one

of the scratches and showed many samples within the valleys. There was generally only a negligible

increase in maximum peak-to-valley height, but the roughness average (Ra) increased by 10% to 20%.,

The pulled-out SiC particles evidently had remained trapped between the two rings for a period of time

and appeared to be responsible for the significant wear of the carbon graphite rings. The surface

roughness (Ra) of the carbon rings was found to increase by about 25% during the tests against the

C-
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iFigure 1 Optical micrograph of worn SiC (ieaction-simtered) surface.
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silicon carbide rings and this is consistent with the idea that pulled-out SiC grains were responsible for

much of the wear of the carbon graphite. It might be noted that some pullout has been noted by other

researchers [10] during sliding tests of silicon carbide under loads even lower than the 100 N used in our

tests.

2.3.2 Silicon Carbide plus Titanium Di-:ij II
Although this sintered composite material was different in composition from the reaction-sintered

silicon carbide, its sliding contact behavior was quite similar. As with the SiC material, the SiC + TiB2

rings showed periods of smooth contact with a coefficient of friction about 0.10, punctuated every 10 or

15 minutes by a short (10 seconds or so) burst of higher friction. Friction during the bursts rose to about

0.25 and there was some accompanying noise and vibration, but not as much as in the tests of SiC.

Because SiC + TiB2 has much better electrical conductivity than SiC, the contact probe could be used

in the tests of the SiC + TiB2 material. During operation of the probe a 5 volt DC signal was produced

whenever a point on the rotating hard ring was in contact with the probe wire location on the stationary

carbon graphite ring, but there was no signal (zero volts) if there was no contact. By monitoring the

probe output signal for each complete rotation of the ring one could determine which portions of the

rotating ring surface were in solid/ solid contact with the carbon ring surface, or at least with that point on

the carbon surface where the probe wire was located. A typical contact probe output for a SiC + TiB2

ring is shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that many individual asperity contacts were occurring, but the

contacts were grouped together within one large patch which covered nearly 30% of the ring

circumference. The patch location remained approximately fixed relative to the SiC + TiB2 ring over

many revolutions. As the friction burst was atout to occur, hctvever, the patch sizce seemed to grow until

it ,overed nearly 100% of the ring circumference. By carefully observing the output from the contact

probe, it was determined that the supposed 100% contact between SiC + TiB2 ring and carbon graphite

ring was actually large-scale contact between each ring and an intermediate conductive third body, causing

leakage of the probe signal across the gap between the rings.. Presumably the conductive third body was

the carbon graphite wear debris noted during the SiC ýests.

C!
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Figure 3 Typical contact probe output for SiC + TiB2
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TABLE 1

RESULTS OF SLIN _W, AT ST

SLIDING VELOCITY: 4.71 m/s SLIDING DISTANCE per TEST: 200 km
APPLIED NORMAL LOAD: 100 N (0.25 MPa)

COUNTERFACE CARBON GRAPHITE
FRICTION

MATERIAL WEAR RATE WEAR RATE COEFFICIENT
Ing/km mg/km

SiC + Si (15%) 0.0094 2.05 0.10-0.11
(o=0.0098) (af=0.87)

SiC + TiB2  0.021 0.43 0.10-0.12
(Y=0.04) (a=0.12)

WC + Co (12%) 0.037 0.19 0.09 - 0.10
(on steel) (a=0.0095) (a=0.086)

WC + Co (14%) 0.029 0.54 0.09 - 0.10
(on BeCu) (a=0.017) (a=0.41)

TiN 0.0055 * 0.41 0.10 - 0.20
(on BeCu) (a=0.0067) (a=0.20)

• values measured before coating failure

Standard deviations of wear rates are shown in parentheses.

At least six tests were run for each set of materials.

C-
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Wear data for the SiC + TiB2 material, given in Table 1, were low, but erratic, as had been the case

with SiC. There was a tendency for the SiC + TiB2 to wear more than SiC, but there were also some

tests in which the wear was too small to be measured accurately. On the other hand, the carbon graphite

wear data given in Table 1 were quite consistent and showed that there was over 4 times less wear of the

carbon ring when running against SiC + TiB2 than when sliding against SiC. That result is related to the

wear process for the two silicon carbide materials, which was primarily by pullout of hard ceramic grains.

Whereas with the SiC material the pulled-out particles were relatively large SiC grains, with SiC + TiB2

the pullout was of much smaller grains, which caused less abrasion damage to the carbon graphite

surface. As can be seen in Figure 4, there were numerous scratches on the surface of the SiC + TiB2

ring caused by the pulled-out particles, but it could not be determined whether SiC or TiB2 particles were

responsible for the majority of the scratches. Because of the scratches there was an increase in the surface

roughness (Ra) of the SiC + TiB2 rings.

2.3.3 Tungsen Carbide

Tests of the tungsten carbide-coated steel rings showed that contact conditions and friction were both

periodic. During a period, which lasted about an hour, the friction coefficient varied from 0.09 to 0.14

and then back to 0.09. The contact probe showed that when the friction was lowest solid/solid contact

occurred over a very small percentage of the contact interface. As can be seen in Figure 5a, numerous

asperity-level contacts were concentrated in one patch covering about 25% of the circumference of the

coated ring. As the test progressed the contact patch began to grow, as shown in Figure 5b. Soon after

the condition shown in Fig. 5b the patch had apparently expanded to cover nearly 100% of the ring

circumference, at whic!, time the friction was highest. By observing the contact surfaces and the current

leakage from the contact it was found that, as was the case with the silicon carbide rings, the reason for

the appearance of contact over nearly the entire circumference was the presence of a conductive third

body, carbon graphite wear debris, between the two ring surfaces. Soon after widespread three-body

contact was observed, the friction dropped back to its lower value and the contact returned to the

two-body condition shown in Figure 5a, probably owing to the loss of carbon wear debris from the

contact interface.

aP
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Figure 4 Optical micrograph of worn surface of SiC + TiB2
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Figure 5 Contact probe output for WC-coated steel ring sliding against carbon graphite
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Wear of the tungsten carbide-coated rings was found to be somewhat greater than with silicon

carbide, but still quite low in comparison to metallic seal ring materials tested in earlier work [3]. The

average wear rate for the tungsten carbide-coated steel rings was 0.037 mg/kn while that of the mating

carbon graphite rings was 0.19 mg/km. Thus, as can be seen in Table 1, considerably less wear of the

0 ccarbon ring occurred with tungsten carbide coatings than with either type of silicon carbide. Although

most sliding tests of the WC-coated steel rings were run at a velocity of 4.7 m s1 , a few tests were also

conducted at 3.1 m s1 . It was found that the slower tests resulted in more wear of the carbon graphite

0 rings (0.37 mg/km) but less tungsten carbide wear (0.017 mg/km). Friction, contact conditions, and

surfat e appearance were similar at both sliding speeds.

Microscopic examination and profilometric measurements of the tungsten carbide surfaces before and

after the wear tests showed that the worn surfaces had become polished. The surface roughness (Ra) of

the coating decreased in each test by between 35% and 55%. The surface profiles and the distribution of

heights showed that the change in roughness could be attributed to a wearing of the peaks, with little, if

any, change occurring in the valleys. A similar conclusion could be reached by examining the surfaces in

an optical microscope, as in Figures 6a and 6b. Although a few small scratches are visible on the worn

surface (Fig. 6b), the dominant feature of that surface is a polished appearance resulting from the wear

process.

Measurement of the microhardness of the tungsten carbide coating showed that there was an

insignificant difference between the coating hardness before and after a sliding test. Both hardness values

were between 1100 and 1200 Vickers.

Tests were also run with a slightly different tungsten carbide coating on a substrate of beryllium

copper. Contact conditions with that ring material were similar to those observed with WC on steel; i.e.,

generally there was contact only within several patches that covered about 20% of the ring surface but

occasionally the region in which contact was occurring extended to cover the entire ring surface, at which

time contact was through a third body (carbon wear debris) and friction was a bit higher. Friction

coefficients were about the same as for the slightly different WC coating on a steel substrate. Wear of the

WC + 14% Co coating on BeCu was very slightly less than that of the WC + 12% coating on steel. More

C,
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Figure 6 Optical micrograph of surface of WC coating on steel substrate
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b. After test
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significant was the increase, noted in Table 1, of the wear rate of the carbon graphite against the WC-

on-BeCu surface. The reason for the higher carbon graphite wear against WC-on-BeCu is not clear,

since both WC coatings showed a decrease in surface roughness (Ra) resulting from a polishing-type

wear process, with few if any scratches indicative of the presence of hard, abrasive wear debris.

2.3.4 T"anium Nitride

The tests of titanium nitride-coated rings were quite smooth and had fewer friction transients than

the other materials tested in this program. The friction coefficient was generally about 0.08-0.10 with

an occasional increase to 0.15. The TiN coatings were very wear resistant and had consistently low

wear rates as long as the coatings remained intact. In fact the mean wear rate, 0.0055, was of the

*0 same order of magnitude as that of silicon carbide. The wear of the carbon graphite rings in contact

with TiN coatings was about the same order of magnitude as that found in tests of SiC + TiB2 or

tungsten carbide, and much less than with reaction-sintered SiC. The wear data tabulated in Table 1

* for the TiN tests were those values measured before coating failure. Although the wear of the coating

was very small, it was measureable and resulted in a thinner coating. For two of the TiN-coated rings

tested, by the conclusion of the test program the coating had worn through to the substrate in several

46 places. After the coating had worn through, the wear rates of both TiN-coated ring and carbon

graphite rose significantly. Thus, the long term durability of such thin coatings is of concern.

In general the wear process of the TiN coatings was a polishing-type wear. The coating surface

became smoother during almost all tests, although the roughness decrease was less than that noted

with WC coatings. In particular, most TiN surfaces which started out with Ra < 0.15gim tended to get

a bit rougher, while those originally rougher than Ra = 0. 15gm became polished and ended up with a

smoother surface. There was no definite pattern of roughness change for the carbon graphite surfa...-s

in these tests.

Microscopic examination of the TiN surfaces after the tests showed that there were few grooves or

scratches on the surfaces. There was some carbon transfer, as there had been with the other hard

materials. Microscopic examination also revealed, in several instances, the presence of small spalled
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Figure 7a Scanning electron micrograph of spalled area of TiN coating

C,,

Figure 7b Energy dispersive X-ray analysis dot map showing presence of

titanium in region shown in Figure 7a

e
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regions of the coating. One such spall is shown in Figure 7, which also shows an elemental analysis

of the presence of titanium in the region, obtained by energy dispersive x-ray analysis. It can be seen

the nearly circular central spall, approximately 65 M.m in diameter, was the result of a separation of the

coating from the substrate (a typical adhesive failure [9]). Such a failure probably originated at a point

where the adhesion of coating to substrate was weaker than elsewhere. There also appears to be some

decohesion of the coating in a tri-lobed --gion around the central spall, although that was not seen at all

spall locations and may have followed the initial de-adhesion of the central region. Spalls of the type

seen in Figure 7 were more prevalent after some wear of the TiN coating had occurred and the coating

had become thinner. It is likely that the spall event resulted in the presence of crushed TiN debris in

the interfacial region and that debris could have caused some wear of the carbon graphite ring.

2.4 CONCLUSIONS FROM EXPERMENTAL STUDY

The conclusions of this experimental program can be summarized as follows:

(1). Contact conditions at the interface between a hard, wear-resistant ring (ceramic or ceramic-

coated) and a carbon graphite ring were non-uniform, with contact size varying periodically from

< 10% of the ring surface, in which many small asperity-sized spots of solid/solid contact occurred, to

nearly 100% of the ring surface, at which time a thin layer of carbon wear debris separated the two

surfaces.

(2). Friction for all material combinations tested was low (0.10 or slightly less) except at those

times when a third body layer of carbon wear debris separated the ring surfaces. At those times bursts

of higher friction were noted. The friction coefficient during those bursts jumped to as high as 0.30

with silicon carbide rings.

(3). The most wear-resistant materials tested in the program were silicon carbide and TiN

coatings, with wear of those materials being 3 or 4 times less than that of tungsten carbide coatings.

The addition of titanium di-boride to the silicon carbide resulted in an increase in wear rate.
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(4). The rings coated with tungsten carbide or titanium nitride tended to wear mainly by a process

of polishing of the surface asperities, while the silicon carbide rings tended to wear by an occasional

pull-out of a SiC (or TiB2) particle.

(5). Wear of the carbon graphite ring was greatest when in contact with reaction-sintered SiC,

which caused nearly 5 times as much wear as did the other hard ring materials, probably due to

abrasion of the carbon giaphite face by pulled-out SiC grains.

From the work it can be concluded that ceramic and ceramic-coated seal ring materials both display

very low wear. The friction and wear behavior of hard coatings can be as good as, if not better than

(when one considers carbon graphite wear), that displayed by reaction-sintered silicon carbide.

Because of their ductile metallic substrates, the coated rings are less prone to handling damage or gross

* fracture than monolithic silicon carbide and are easier to form in typical seal ring configurations.

Therefore, despite potential problems with the spalling or wearing through of thin coatings and

unresolved questions about corrosion resistance, further development of ceramic-coated seal ring

materials is warranted.
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3.0 ANALYTCAL STUDY

3.1 Introduction to An calSu

Contact spots are subjected to two types of loadings: mechanical loads consisting of shear and

normal tractions at the contact interface, and thermal loading resulting from temperature gradients due

to frictional heating. It is generally agreed that the interaction velocities during sliding are low enough

to permit the use of uncoupled thermal stress theory in analyzing the phenomena [11]. Thus, two

solutions are required: the temperature distribution around a frictionally-heated contact spot and the

stress distribution due to the combination of surface tractions -nd temperature gradients. The

problems have been treated previously using integral transform techniques for both two- and three-

dimensional contacts on the surface of an elastic half-space [12,13]. Those techniques have recently

been extended to the case of a layered elastic medium subjected to a moving contact [14]. Although

those studies have given much insight into conditions around sliding contacts, they required several

assumptions which limit their applicability for real sliding components: a single large body (half-

space) was analyzed, all frictional heat was assumed to enter that body, and the body was elastic. The

finite element method need not bl' subjected to those restrictions and that method has been used in the

work reported here. Techniqaes have been developed for analyzing temperatures and stresses in two

contacting solids in relative motion and they were used successfully in an earlier finite element thermal

and thermoelastic analysis of sliding rings [5]. The methods enable both contacting bodies to be

studied simultaneously, thus eliminating the need for assumptions about partioning of frictional heat or

distribution of surface tractions. The earlier study [5] gave considerable insight into the reasons for

thermorracking of sliding metallic ring surfaces. Based on that elastic analysis it was hypothesized,

but not proven, that residual plastic strains could be responsible for propagation of thermally- induced

C cracks. Finite element methods can easily be used to predict residual stresses, as was shown in a

recent elasto-plastic analysis of a body beneath a moving heat source [15].
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3.2 ANALYTICAL TE ZIUS

3.2.1 ContI~act Mode.

Experiments similar to those reported above have shown that contact between two flat conforming

rings is concentrated in several (1 to 5) patches, with a few small solid/solid contact spots ocurring

within each patch 12]. For the case of a carbon graphite ring sliding against a metallic ring, the patches

were found to remain approximately siationary with respect to the metallic ring surface, and similar

results were found for carbon graphite rings sliding against ceramic or ceramic-coated rings in the

experimental study reported in section 2 of this report. The contact spot sizes and locations determined

in that experimental study were used here in setting the geometry of the contact model.

Based on the experimental evidence, it was assumed that each contact spot was identical and that

the contacts were equally spaced aroung the ring circumference. A ring could therefore, be divided into

as many sections as the number of contact spl-"- and only one such section would have to be analyzed.

If, for example, there were three contact spots located at 1200 intervals, the section to be studied would

include one-thind of each ring and would have a small region of solid-solid contact between the two

rings in the center of the section.

Experimental work had shown that the contact spots were approximately rectangular in shape [2],

extending further in the circumferential direction than radially. All tractions at the contact interface act

,* in either circumferential (0) or axial (z) directions, and in earlier analytical modelling [5,13] it was

found that the most important temperature variations were those occurring in the 0-z plane. For this
C-

reason it was decided to analyze the problem only in the 0-z plane and to do a two-dimensional

analysis. A typical two-dimensional ring section is shown in Figure 8 and a finite element mesh for

the central section of the ring section is shown in Figure 9. It can be noted that a very fine grid is used

in the contact region in the center of the mesh owing to the large temperature gradients there. No

contact between top and bottom rings was allowed except within the central contact region.

Because contact did not occur over the entire radial thickness of the ring interface, some of the

frictional heat generated in the contact zone was conducted in the radial direction into the contacting

rings. Thus the thermal problem is not truly a two-dimensional one. To account for this out-of-plane
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Figure 8 Sehernatic diagram of ring section showing boundary conditions for thermal and

mechanical analysis and location of nine reference points.
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conduction a pseudo-three-dimensional thermal analysis was done by varying the thickness of

two-dimensional finite elements. The flow of frictional heat from the contact zone produces

streamlines that emanate from the contact. It was assumed that an arc normal to the streamlines in the

r-z plane at a given (small) distance from the contact zone was an isotherm. The length of that arc

could be considered to be the effective thickness of an element in the O-z plane, an element with no

temperature change in the radial direction. As heat flowed away from the contact the streamlines

would spread, resulting in greater arc lengths and greater effective element thicknesses (and volumes).

Thus, elements adjacent to the contact zone would have an effective thickness approximately equal to

the radial extent of the contaci, while elements further away would be progressively thicker, with the

maximum thickness being the ring thickness. This idea is demonstrated in Figure 10, which shows

the lower half of the model of Figure 8. A similar thickness distribution was used for the top half of

the model. Following this idea, the thickness of each element in the mesh of Figure 9 was calculated

and used in the thermal analysis.

Since each of the ring sections analyzed in this work was similar in shape to that shown in Figure

8, an automatic mesh generation routine (AUTOMESH) could be employed to create a mesh for any

given section. In general the automatic mesh generation consisted of shrinking or stretching a well-

proven prototype mesh such as that in Figure 9, subject to some constraints on element aspect ratio.

The only input variables required by the mesh generation program were the secticn length, ring

heights, ring thicknesses (radial), contact dimensions (radial and circumferential) and coating

thickness.

3.2.2 Thermal Analysis.

The thermal analysis used a finite element program (THERMAP) developed specifically for

studying the temperature distribution around sliding contacts [17,18]. The program differs from

typical heat conduction codes in that it solves Fourier's Law for heat conduction in a solid moving
relative to a coordinate system fixed in the contact zone, where frictional heat is being generated.
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Figure 10 Thre-dimensional view of lower ring section showing thickness variation around

contact patch used in thermal analysis.
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That equation may be written:

V. KVT + Q - pC(aT/t ) - V. VT=0 (1)

where K, p and C are the conductivity, density, and specific heat of the body, Q is the volumetric heat

generation, T is temperature, t is time, and V is the sliding velocity. It has been shown that the

temperature distribution around a sliding contact reaches a quasi-steady state, relative to the coordinate

system fixed in the contact, very quickly, perhaps after sliding a distance equal to twice the contact

length [11,18], so d)T/dt can be set equal to zero in most cases and a quasi-steady analysis can be

done. The last term in equation (1), however, is present whenever one body is moving relative to the

other and that convective-diffusion term has been found to cause numerical oscillations at high sliding

velocities (or high Peclet numbers) [18]. After investigating a number of ways to avoid the difficulty,

the streamline upwind technique [ 19] was implemented because it was found to produce a substantial

improvement in solution at high Peclet numbers without excessive computing effort [ 18].

The boundary conditions for the thermal solution included prescribed temperatures on the top and

bottom surfaces of the model in Figure 8. Those temperatures were set equal to temperatures

measured at those locations in the experimental program. Convection to ambient air was assumed at

the free surface of the rotating ring and reasonable convection coefficients were chosen from the heat

transfer literature. A heat flux equal to the product of contact pressure times friction coefficient times

velocity was input to the interface between the two rings within the contact zone. It was earlier found

that the form of the contact pressure distribution had little effect on the temperature distribution [2], so

a uniform het flux drib,,bution was .a.sumed. III. ring sec'don beitig analyzed was assumed tc be

identical to the ones on either side of it, and to insure this the nodal temperatures on the right hand

edge of the model in Figure 8 were set equal to those on the left hand edge.

3.2.3 Stress Apalysis.

Analysis of the stresses and deformations around the sliding contact was done using the ADINA

finite element program. The boundary conditions for the analysis are shown in Figure 8. The friction

and normal forces were those measured or applied in the experimental phase of the work. Since only

one section of the ring was analyzed and it was assumed that the ring was composed of n identical
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sections, the friction and normal forces applied to the model were 1/n times the measured force values.

The two contacting rings were analyzed together and no attempt was made to insure a uniform

distribution of contact pressure or shear traction within the predetermined contact zone. Techniques

were developed earlier for determining the contact pressure distribution after a thermomechanical

analysis of a sliding contact [2]. Those techniques were used here to determine the contact pressure

distribution and to insure that compressive normal tractions actually existed everywhere within the

assumed contact zone. Methods are also available for insuring that the friction traction is everywhere

equal to the normal pressure times the friction coefficient [20]. Those techniques were not used here

because it was believed, based on earlier analyses [2,5], that the stress field near a sliding contact is

dominated by the thermal contribution, which is not significantly affected by distribution of surface

tractions. Instead a tangential force equal to the measured value was applied as shown in Figure 8.

In order to determine the relative contributions of the mechanical and thermal loads, the loads were

applied in separate increments. In the first increment the mechanical loads were applied with the body

at uniform temperature. The temperatures were then added as ranp functions over the next increment.

During the fourth increment the temperatures were returned to their uniform value, while the

mechanical loads were removed in the fifth increment.

3.2.4 Analysis Procedure.

A suite of interconnected programs was created to enable the analysis to proceed automatically

once the problem geometry and boundary conditions were defined. Those data could be input either to

a data file, for batch mode operation, or interactively. The flow chart shown in Figure 11 shows the

various programs called automatically during the analysis, which was carried out on a Vax 11-785. In

addition to the automatic mesh generation program, AUTOMESH, the thermal analysis program,

THERMAP, and the stress analysis program, ADINA, there were several other programs interlaced in

the analysis for pre- or post- processing of data. The output was primarily in the form of plots of

calculated temperature and stress distributions, along with printed information about the maximum

stress and temperature values within each of the materials: moving ring, stationary ring substrate, and

ceramic coating on stationary ring.

(t
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3.3 ANAL CAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.3.1 Thermoelastic Anaysis of Baseline System

The system chosen to serve as the baseline model for this analysis was composed of a mild

steel ring with a tungsten carbide coating in sliding contact with a ring made of carbon graphite. This

system has been the focus of the experimental phase of this study, and the conditions studied here

were based on measurements made in that test program. The axial thickness of the coated steel ring

was 6.43 nmn, while that of the carbon graphite ring was 10 mm. The plasma-sprayed tungsten

carbide coating on the contacting surface of the steel disk was approximately 0.2 mm thick. The 50

mm diameter rings were in solid/solid contact at two identical contact patches located 1800 from one

another. Thus a single ring section of circumferential length 79 mm could be analyzed. A typical
40 contact patch was assumed to be 1 mm wide in the circumferential direction and 1 mm deep in the

radial direction. The normal force on a contact was assumed to be 100 N, with a coefficient of friction

of 0.1. Steady-state temperatures of the top (non-contacting) face of the metallic ring and the bottom

face of the carbon graphite ring were both assumed to be 150'C. The metallic ring was rotating at

1800 rpm relative to the stationary carbon ring, but the contact patch was stationary with respect to the

metallic ring. Thus, the carbon ring was assumed to be moving at a velocity of 4.71 m/s in the

positive z direction relative to the contact, while the metallic ring had zero velocity relative to the

contact region.

A quasi-steady state thermal analysis of the baseline system produced the temperature distribution

C shown in Figure 12a. It can be seen that the highest temperature occurred on the contact interface.

The maximum temperature was 285°C in this case, giving a temperature rise of 135°C above the back

face temperatures. The temperature distribution in the metallic ring was relatively symmetrical about

the contact center, while that in the carbon ring was skewed toward the direction of motion. This is a

typical form of temperature distribution around a sliding contact [17]. A close-up of the temperature

isotherms in the contact region is shown in Figure 12b. The contact extended from -0.5 to +0.5 mm,

and the peak temperature occurred a bit to the right of the center of contact. Only a slight distortion of

the isotherms can be noted as they pass from the tungsten carbide coating into the mild steel substrate.

C111
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Figure 12a Isotherms in ring section for baseline case. Carbon graphite ring is on bottom.

C Ceramic coating is 0.02 cm thick. Circumferential (y) direction is horizontal in

Figure; axial (z) is vertical.
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Figure 12b Isothermns in contact region of ring section for baseline case.

Contact patch extends from y = -0.5 mm to y = 0.5 mm.

Ceramic coating is 0.2 mm thick.
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The thermal conductivity of the tungsten carbide material is 100 W/mK, approximately twice that of

mild steel (51.9 WlmK).

The stress analysis was carried out incrementally, with the mechanical tractions first being applied

and then the temperatures being added. This allowed a study of the relative contributions of

mechanical and thermal loadings. Results are shown in Table 2 for nine points in the contact region,

three each in coating, substrate and carbon. The location of the nine points is shown in Figure 8. A

plane strain situation was assumed in this case, as in all other cases.

It can be seen in Table 2 that the mechanical loading produced a stress state that was

predominantly compressive. The normal contact pressure ( czz ) was non-uniform, ranging from

nearly zero at the right edge of the contact to between 100 and 200 MPa at the left edge. This is due to

the effective moment exerted about the center of contact by the applied friction force (Figure 8). The

circumferential (y-direction) stress was compressive except for a small tensile stress in the coating at

the righthand edge of the contact. 'hat tensile stress would be too small to cause coating fracture.

This is in agreement with a recent analysis of a layered sliding contact by Ju [14].

The addition of temperature gradients to the mechanical loads caused very little change in the

distribution of axial stress azz or shear stress T yz, but resulted in substantial changes in out-of-plane

normal stress ;xx and in the circumferential stress Oyy. The radial stress cyxx is caused by the plane

strain nature of the localized thermal deformation, and its relatively large magnitude could contribute

to plastic deformation in coating or substrate. The most significant result of the stress analysis,

however, is the very substantial tensile stress cyy which occurred in the coating, especially near the

righthand edge of the contact (Point C). The temperature gradients near the contact produced a change

in yy that was tensile in the coating and compressive in the much thicker substrate. The tensile

thermal contribution to the circumferential stress in the coating was large enough to outweigh the

predominantly compressive contribution from the mechanical loads, especially near the trailing edge of

the contact. The resulting tensile stress could be responsible for the radial cracks, called thermocracks,

noted in some ceramic coatings on seal ring surfaces [16]. The tensile stresses calculated here are less

than the tensile strength of tungsten carbide, and that may be a reason no cracks were noted in tests of

WC-coated rings described earlier. As is shown below, however, with other coated systems the
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TABLE 2

CONTRIBUTION OF MECHANICAL AND THERMAL LOADINGS TO STRESS AT
VARIOUS POINTS IN TUNGSTEN CARBIDE COATING, MILD STEEL SUBSTRATE AND

CARBON GRAPHITE MATING RING
- THERMOELASTIC ANALYSIS -

STRESS IN MPa

MECHANICAL LOADS ONLY MECH. LOADS + TEMPERATURES
oxx Gyy (Yzz 'tyz oxx 'yy 'zz 'tyz

COATING

A -239 -579 -275 -135 -575 +198 -285 -146

B -63 -175 - 51 - 10 -480 +676 - 42 -20

C + 6 +1 +20 - 23 -326 +796 +16 - 16

D -28 - 29 - 68 0 -518 -181 -97 -6

E -24 - 37 - 45 -21 -511 - 171 -26 -20

F -18 - 44 - 21 -21 -512 - 198 -52 -15

CARBON GRAPHIT

G -54 - 61 -120 + 38 - 62 -29 -96 + 12

C H -24 - 28 - 51 + 22 - 37 + 1 -44 + 22

J - 3 -4 -6 + 13 - 11 + 28 + 17 + 38

C NOTE: The following parameters were used in the analysis: coating thickness = 0.2 mm, contact

length = 1.0 mm, normal load = 100 N, friction coefficient 0.1, sliding velocity = 4.71 m/s.

The point locations are shown in Figure 8.

C[
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circumferential tensile stresses could exceed the tensile strength of the coating, resulting in surface-

originated radial cracks.

The results shown in Table 2 assumed purely elastic deformation. The ffeMtive (von Mises)

stress determined in that analysis was rather large in both coating and subatrate, however, so some

plastic deformation could be anticipated. Figure 13 shows the isobars (lines of constant effective
stress) for the baseline thermoelastic case. It can be seen that much of the coating in the contact zone

had a high effective stress, with the peak effective stress in both coating and substrate occurring near

the poiat of maximum contact temperature. Thermal effects were found to be the major contributor to

those high effective stresses and therefore would be the dominant factor leading to yielding in either

coating or substrate.

3.3.2 Thermoplastic Analysis of Baseline System

In order to study the effects of plastic deformation on the stress state around the contact,

several thermo-plastic analyses of the baseline system were done using the same suite of programs

described above. The materials were assumed to have a temperature-dependent yield strength and

isotropic hardening post-yield behavior. In one case the substrate material was assumed to have a

room temperature yield strength of 345 MPa, about 20% less than the maximum effective stress

calculated in the thermoeias.ic case, while the yield strength of the coating material was kept at 1300

MPa, high enough to keep that material within the elastic range. In another case the coating material

C was assumed to have a yield strength of 900 MPa, soft enough for yielding to occur, while the

substrate was assumed to have a 500 MPa yield strength, thus keeping it elastic. Results of those

studies are presented in Table 3. It can be seen that yielding of either substrate or coating resulted in a

lower effective stress in both materials and a lower maximum tensile stress in the coating. Thus, either

a softer coating or a softer substrate would lessen the chances of coating fracture during a single

contact encounter. After the contact spot moved elsewhere, however, there would be residual stress at

C the contact location. As can be seen in Table 3 the residual stress in the coating would be tensile. but

it would not be large enough to cause coating failure by itself. If further contact occurred at the same
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TABLE 3

INFLUENCE OF PLASTIC DEFORMATION ON MAXIMUM TENSILE STRESS IN COATING

AND MAXIMUM EFFECTIVE STRESSES IN COATING AND SUBSTRATE

MAXMIUM TENSILE MAIMUM EFFECTIVE STRESS
STRESS IN COATING COATING SUBSTRATE

THERMOELASTIC ANALYSIS 797 1034 437

THERMOPLASTIC ANALYSIS 714 900 423

- YIELDING ONLY IN COATING

TYPICAL RESIDUAL STRESS 10 100 10

THERMOPLASTIC ANALYSIS 764 1922 346

- YIELDING ONLY IN SUBSTRATE

C TYPICAL RESIDUAL STRESS 20 20 100

NOTE: The yield strengths of coating and subsnate were set at 900 Mta and 345 MPa, respectively.

All stresses are in units of MPa.

C,
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location, though, the residual tensile stress would augment the tensile stress from thermal and

mechanical loading, increasing the likelihood of coating fracture in subsequent contact occurrences.

Thus, in addition to the thermoelastic tensile stresses discussed above, low-cycle fatigue could

contribute to thermocracking of coated systems. A related low-cycle fatigue mechanism was proposed

by Fec and Sehitoglu [21] to account for thermocracking of railroad wheels.

3.3.3 Effect of Material. Geometric. and Operating Parameters on Stress Distribution

An extensive series of analyses was carried out to study the influence of material

properties, coating and contact dimensions, n •rmal and friction forces, and velocity on the stresses

that could lead to coating failure. Since the baseline analysis showed that the stress in coating and

substrate were greatest for the thermoelastic case, and since harder materials seem to be the most likely

candidates for future contact applications, elastic behavior was assumed for most of the analyses.

Results are presented in Tables 4 to 7.

In each of the cases in Table 4 a single material parameter was changed from its baseline value.

The properties of most interest were the modulus of eluaq!ity E, coefficient of thermal expansion (z,

and thermal cordictivity K of the substnate and coauia, . riais. Since thermal conductivities of each

material affect the temperatures that are the driving force responsible for the high stresses, it is not

surprising that an increase in thermal conductivity of either coating or substrate led to lower stresses in

each of the components. The conductivity of the coating was found to have much less effect on stress

than that of the substrate, presumably because the high temperature in the more massive substrate and

the resulting thermal expansion were responsible for the tensile stress within the thin coating. A

substantial decrease in coating stress could be brought about by choosing a more conductive substrate

which could transfer more of the frictional heat away from the contact region.

The effects of modulus of elasticity and coefficient of thermal expansion were quite large and can

be explained by thermal deformation considerations. An increase in the elastic modulus of one of the

two materials raised the stress in that material but had a much smaller influence on stress within the

other material. This was to be expected for a laminated composite material subjected to thermal

deformation. In the baseline analysis it was learned that the difference in thermal expansion between

C,
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TABLE 4

EFFECT OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES ON MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES AND STRESSES

- THERMOELASTIC ANALYSIS -

PROPERTY CHANGED CHANGE IN CALCULATED VALUES (FROM BASELINE)

FROM BASELINE MAXIMUM MAX. EFFECTIVE STRESS

VALUE TEMPERATURE CARBON SUBSTRATE COATING

Ecoating up by 100% - 8.1% + 0.9% + 76.5%

Ecoating down by 50% + 7.0% - 0.2% - 44.4%

0xcoating up by 100% + 8.1% + 0.2% + 35.8%

Oacoating down by 50% - 4.1% +0.8% + 4.2%

Kcoating up by 100% - 23.7% - 3.5% - 3.5% - 4.0%

Kcoating down by 50% +34.8% +3.5% + 1.8% + 4.0%

Esubstrate up by 100% + 2.3% + 72.0% + 2.1%

Esubstrate down by 50% - 11.6% - 55.8% - 17.5%

asubstrate up by 100% + 54.7% + 73.3% + 79.5%

O'substrate down by 50% - 30.2% - 55.6% - 36.2%

Ksubstrat up by 100% - 29.6% - 14.0% - 17.0% - 17.2%

Ksubstrate down by 50% + 45.9% + 24.4% + 26.7% + 27.9%

NOTE: Baselhie system had the following properties at room temperature: Ecoatng 6.4 GPa.
o cating Esubstrate = substrate = 10.5 E-6/°C,

Ksubstrate = 51.9 W/mK. All systems had the same geometric configuration, loads, and veio,,,i.

(
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TABLE 5

EFFECT OF LOADS AND VELOCITY ON MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES AND STRESSES

- THERMOELASTIC ANALYSIS -

NORMAL LOAD MAXIMUM

FRICTION COEFF. TEMPERATURE MAXIMUM EFFECTIVE STRESS (MPa'

AND VELOfCITY RISE CARBON SUBSTRATE COATING

0 BASELINE 135 0C 130 437 1034

NORMAL LOAD =200 N 2700C 245 597 1440

NORMAL LOAD = 50 N 67.50C 73 356 855

FRICTION COEFF. = 0.2 2700C 195 616 1541

FRICTION COEFF. = 0.05 67.50C 97 347 830

VELOCITY = 9.42 m/s 2680C 145 603 1505

* VELOCITY = 2.355 m/s 680C 123 352 850

NOTE: Unless otherwise noted, the load, friction, and sliding velocity were those of the baseline

system: NORMAL LOAD = 100 N, FRICTION COEFFICIENT = 0.1, VELOCITY = 4.71 rn/s.

0 All systems had the same material properties as the baseline system in Table 4.

C
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TABLE 6

EFFECT OF CONTACT GEOMETRY AND COATING THICKNESS

ON MAXIMUM SURFACE TEMPERATURE AND EFFECTIVE STRESSES

- THERMOELASTIC ANALYSIS -

COATING CONTACT CONTACT MAXIMUM

THICK. LENGTH DEPTH TEMPERATURE MAX. EFFECTIVE STRESS (MPa)
nun nun mm RISE CARBON SUBSTRATE COATING

0.1 1.0 1.0 140 0C 136 461 1188

0.2 1.0 1.0 1350C 130 437 1034
0.4 1.0 1.0 1269C 112 409 840

1.0 1.0 1.0 1250C 106 365 654

0.2 0.5 1.0 1670C 209 033 900

0.2 2.0 1.0 1060C 108 424 957

0.2 1.0 ).5 1540C 130 439 1042

0.2 1.0 2.0 1200C 128 432 1022

NOTE: All systems had the same material properties and the same assumed normal load,

friction coefficient, and velocity (the baseline values in Tables 4 and 5).
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TABLE 7

EFFECT OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS ON MAXIMUM TENSILE STRESS IN COATING

- THERMOELASTIC ANALYSIS -

LARGEST TENSILE PRINCIPAL

VARIABLE CHANGED FROM BASELINE VALUE STRESS IN COATING (MPa)

BASELINE 797

COATING THICKNESS REDUCED BY 50% 982

CONTACT LENGTH DECREASED BY 50% 1270

FRICTION COEFFICIENT INCREASED BY 100% 1346

FRICTION COEFFICIENT DECREASED BY 50% 266

a n DECREASED BY 50% 1079coating

0coafing INCREASED BY 100% 233

NOTE: Unless otherwise noted, the load, friction, and sliding velocity were those of the baseline

system: normal load = 100 N, friction coefficient = 0.1, velocity = 4.71 m/s. The baseline

* coating thickness, the contact length and contact depth were 0.2 mm, 1.0 mm, and 1.0 mm,

respectively, and the baseline material properties were those given in Table 4.

C
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substrate and coating was primarily responsible for tensile stress within the coating (and compressive

stress in the substrate). Thus, it is not surprising that an increase in the substrate material's thermal

expansion coefficient caused a large increase in stress in both materials. The fact that an increase in

the coating material's expansion coefficient also caused an increase in coating stress appears

perplexing, until one realizes that thermal expansion of the coating caused an increase in the

out-of-plane compressive stress ;xx , and this led to an increase in the effective (or von Mises)

stress. In fact, the potentially damaging tensile stress ayy in the coating was reduced by an increase in

thermal expansion of the coating, as can be seen in Table 7.

The effects of normal and friction forces and velocity on stresses and temperatures around the

contact are given in Table 5. It can be seen that an increase in either normal force or friction coefficient

led to substantial increases in stress in all three materials. This is due not to the increased stress one

normally associates with higher loads, but to increases in temperature and the corresponding thermal

deformation. A doubling of either normal force or friction coefficient resulted in a doubling of the

temperature increase due to frictional heating, and that in turn led to substantially increased thermal

40 stress. Not only was the effective stress increased, but the tensile stress in the coating was drastically

affected by the increased frictional heating, as can be seen from the friction results in Table 7. This

may account for the fact that cracking of coated rings was observed by Tribe [16] in tests at very high

0 normal load, but not in our recent tests at a much lower load. The effect of velocity is similar to that of

friction, and results from higher surface temperatures owing to greater frictional heating. Although the

heat generation rate is the same if either friction or velocity is doubled, the surface temperatures and

corresponding thermal stresses are a bit lower for the increased velocity case because of the effective

cooling by the convective-diffusion term in equation (1). The normal force has less of an effect on the

maximum coating stresses than the friction or velocity because the mechanical stresses caused by the

C larger normal force tend to be opposite in sign to the thermal stresses, as was seen in Table 2.

The influence of coating thickness and contact patch size is presented in Table 6. An increase in

the thickness of the hard coating resulted in a slightly higher contact temperature and a larger increase

C? the stress in each material. As the coating became thinner, more of the substrate w's exposed to

higher temperature, resulting in more thermal deformation and greater coating stress. Along with the
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increase in the effective stress of ihe coating there was a corresponding increase in the tensile stress, as

can be seen in Table 7. Changes in the size of the contact patch also had a very significant effect on

contact temperature and thermal deformation. A larger contact had a lower frictional heat flux,

resulting in lower surface temperatures. As expected, this led to lower stresses, whether the larger

contact was brought about by an increase in circumferential contact length or radial contact depth. It is

somewhat surprising to note, however, that a smaller contact length brought about a smaller effective

stress. The reason was similar to the one discussed above for the case of increased coating thermal

expansion. The shorter contact had higher temperatures, but the higher temperatures were confined to

a smaller region. Thus, the coating material was subjected to more thermal expansion near the center

of the contact, and the substrate to less, resulting in lower effective stresses. There was still a very

substantial tensile stress at the trailing edge of the shorter contact (point C in Figure 8), however, as

can seen in Table 7.

* 3.4 CONCLUSIONS FROM ANALYTICAL STUDY

The finite element package used here to study temperatures and stresses around a sliding

conforming contact gave much insight into the mechanisms of thermocracking of hard ceramic

coatings and the factors that affect it. It was found that the stress field around a sliding contact is

dominated by the thermal conLribution resulting from frictional heating. That cont-ibution tends to

cause tensile stresses in the coating, acting in the sliding direction. These tensile stresses could be

large enough to cause cracking of the coating. Although the tensile stresses would be reduced by

plastic deformation in either coating or substrate, such plastic deformation would result in residual

tensile stress in the coating. The residual stress could lead to a low-cycle fatigue crack initiation by

augmenting the thermomechanical tensile stress in the coating. To avoid this a harder substrate

material would be desirable.

It was found that the stress in the coating could be substantially reduced by operating at lower

normal load or lower velocity, or by achieving a lower friction coefficient. A reduction in coating

stress could also be achieved by having a thicker coating or a coating with a lower modulus of
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elasticity or higher thermal conductivity. An increase in coating thermal expansion coefficient would

result in significantly lower tensile stress in the coating but more likelihood of plastic deformation.

The properties of the substrate proved to be at least as important as those of the coating, with

decreased coefficient of thermal expansion (or less difference between exsubstrate and O'coaxing),

decreased modulus of elasticity, and increased thermal conductivity of the substrate material leading to

significant reductions in stress in both coating and substrate.

0

C
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